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One City, Many Visions
The photographic description of New Orleans is near-
ly as old as Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre’s process. 
In March 1840, only a few months after Daguerre’s 
discovery was acclaimed as a scientific success and 
a practical miracle, Jules Lion, a free man of color, 
introduced an exhibition of his daguerreotypes to the 
astonished citizenry of New Orleans, showing them 
scenes and images of buildings that they thought 
they alreadyknew and understood. His images began 
the process by which photographers have variously 
held up a mirror to the city or peered at it through a 
symbolic window. One of the ironies of photography 
is that presenting a moment arrested in time-stop-
ping time-results (at least theoretically) in making that 
moment continue indefinitely. The rich heritage of 
photographing what has been called “America’s most 
interesting city” informs the inheritors of that tradi-
tion who work in the Crescent City today. And so the 
works by Bryce Lankard, Owen Murphy, Chuck Patch, 
Christopher Porché West, Victoria Ryan, Louis Sahuc, 
Jennifer Shaw, Mark Sindler, and Donn Young are 
paradoxically brand new and over one hundred and 
fifty years old.

John H. Lawrence
The Historic New Orleans Collection, curator
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moments in time

New Orleans Academy of Fine Arts
New Orleans, LA 
January  2007

The 14th International Dixieland 
Festival of Tarragona
Catalonia, Spain
March 2007
curated by Bryce Lankard and Owen 
Murphy

moments in time
press

Bryce Lankard was living a comfortable, professionally 
successful life in New York when Hurricane Katrina hit. 
As he watched the storm wreak its devastation on 
the city he had once called home, his thoughts imme-
diately turned to his many friends and fellow photog-
raphers who remained in the drowned city and how 
he could help them.

“Initially, I tried to imagine who would not be able to 
cope with the post-Katrina world,” Lankard says of 
the people he worked with in New Orleans before 
moving to the Big Apple eight years ago. He trav-
eled South shortly after the hurricane to help veteran 
Gambit Weekly photographer David Richmond evacu-
ate to his mother’s home in Dallas. He later gutted 
Richmond’s studio and tried to help him reinvigorate 
his photography business after losing decades worth 
of negatives to Katrina’s fl oodwaters. Lankard also 
put together a successful exhibit of his own photos of 
the Crescent City, Land of Dreams, in New York, with 
all the proceeds benefi ting New Orleans.

“I realized in coming down here in several trips that 
there was so much more I could do -- not just in help-
ing to bring the city back but to make it better than 
it was. I believe that a few people can make a pro-
found change, and I’m a sucker for a cause.”

The cause he has taken on is to unite New Orleans 
photographers in a cohesive unit and make them a 
commercial force as well as a vehicle for showcasing 
the city’s culture, past and present. He hasn’t done 
it alone. Lankard joined forces with photographer 
Owen Murphy and arts administrator Don Marshall, 
executive director of the Jazz and Heritage Founda-
tion, who had been urging arts organizations to work 
together to produce exhibitions and workshops and 
to act as a resource for the artists.
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Lankard hatched the idea of the traveling show while 
he was still in New York, after a friend in Spain con-
tacted him about exhibiting some of his photographs 
during the Dixieland Festival. Lankard brought the 
project to the Alliance, which put out a call for art-
ists and selected works from 15 photographers. The 
show illustrates the breadth of New Orleans culture, 
both pre- and post-Katrina. The selected photographs 
explore and reveal the city’s cultural identity beyond 
its tourist facade. Ultimately, the show can prevent 
New Orleans from being defined -- or re-defined -- 
by the catastrophic events that Katrina brought.

“Since Katrina, the dominant photographs have been 
of the destruction from the storm,” Murphy says, “and 
they’re not primarily made by people who live here. 
The concept behind the show was to show people 
how photographers who live and work in New Or-
leans see the city.”

“We wanted to have something that showed a con-
temporary history of New Orleans, before and after 
Katrina, and how the different photographers ap-
proached the subject matter,” Murphy says.

The show is smaller than Lankard initially wanted, but 
he hopes to expand it as funding becomes available 
and venues open up to the artists, both in Europe and 
the United States.

“I had originally envisioned it as being a 200-image 
exhibition,” he says. “My personal vision was to give a 
broad and accurate portrait of what New Orleans is, 
including its blemishes, including ... all the things that 
make us distinctive. While we wanted Katrina to be 
part of the exhibit, we wanted it to be an almost 30-
to-40-year chronology of what makes New Orleans 
unique ... stuff the world doesn’t always see

Kandace Power Graves, Gambit Weekly
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the illuminated shadow
    
Light enables one to make a photograph. It shapes 
and gives dimension to visible objects. Light itself is 
occasionally described as beautiful. Woe be to the 
neglected shadow.
I am particularly interested in what light and shadow 
do to line, form and texture. The female form is a 
world of mystery and fascination, it takes a myriad of 
shapes, is both beautiful and dynamic in all its mani-
festations. My goal in these images is to reduce this 
form to its abstract essence and find the contrasts, 
the parallels, and the dynamic opposition that it cre-
ates. The natural world of rocks, trees, moss and sky 
as well as industrial scenarios with its metals, rust, and 
even the more more intimate environments of home 
and its soft edges, curtains, sheets, pillows provide an 
excellent tableau for just that exploration. The images 
in this series were created using Polaroid films, types 
55 and 665. The inherent properties of these two 
very unique films allow for some wonderful adven-
tures into the plastic nature of flesh and the topog-
raphy of the female form as revealed in the realm of 
light and shadow.

When describing the properties of the silver halides in 
film, the term “light sensitive” is often used. ”Shadow 
detail” is a term that refers to the remants of an 
image left discernable in the darker areas of a photo-
graph. A variety of processes are used on the images 
in this book. Processed conventionally, the polaroid 
film’s grain pattern gives skin a smooth, creamy feel.
In other photographs, through the use of a technique 
called the “Sabattier effect”, where a negative is so-
larized, the shadow is found to have a more dominant 
role. Some images show an effort to impose textures 
in photographs of a variety other than traditional 
film grains. By allowing the fresh, soft, wet negative 
to be exposed to ambient light, to become easily 
distressed by elements on a location such as sand, 
dust, leaves, and then by using other techniques such 
as wet scanning, these images are given a distinctive 
look. Occasionally this is virtually imperceptible while 
at other times the image is barely recognizable as a 
photograph.

Of course, none of this would have been possible 
without the contributions of the models. I have had 
the good fortune to collaborate with a truly lovely 
and talented group of women who have shared with 
me their ideas, trusted me  to use their flesh as my 
canvas, and allowed me to pursue this vision.

Bryce Lankard
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Fine Art Photo No.2
neuss, germany 
January, 2007

“the aim has been to show the broadest possible in-
ternational selection. The photographers prpresented 
here come from Bulgaria, the Ukraine, Russia, Poland, 
the USA, France and Germany. To show how wide the  
specrum of erotic photography is, this issue ranges 
from classic nudes in black and white to the highly 
individual techniques of Bryce Lankard.”
-Rudi Hillenbrand, from the editor’s notes.

P Magazine
London, England 
2003

    
P Magazine, the Polaroid corporation’s professional
arts magazine, featured a Lankard nude in issue 25, 
dedicated to creative uses of the medium
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Passion & Desire
edition skylight
switzerland 
2005

“Beauty is a very relative category which is often 
used in a judgmental and abstract way, a concept 
moulded and defined by social conventions, styles 
and fashions. All the photographs collected here deal 
with passion and desire as the two main driving forces 
behind eroticism, but each in qite different ways. Be-
sides the seemingly perfiect erotic/athletic bodies by 
Bryce Lankard, you’ll find dreamy erotic portraits and 
nudes by Hedy Larisch.”
-Martin Boelt, from the preface.
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Mein Berlin
Analog-digitale Fusion
Berlin, Germany
2005

    
Bryce Lankard is interested particularly in light and 
shade. 
Lankard’s photographic discoveries journey from 
mountains to rusting sheet metal in an old factory or 
the to the intimate at home in which a woman, who 
stands at the window, throws a Myriad of forms and 
textures, which form on the skin in their own universe 
and in each motion appear dynamically.
The pictures of the series “The Illuminated Shadow” 
were taken up with Polaroid films of the types 55 
and 665. The characteristic Color of these two films 
was particularly important to it since it helps to also 
produce the Plasticity of the skin of the female form, 
finding it’s edge somewhere as an adventure be-
tween light and shade. Lankard used a set of expo-
sure techniques witth silber-halogenide filmmaterial. 
With conventional technology the Polaroid material 
gives rather a smooth and creamy texture to the skin. 
In other pictures Lankard used the Sabattier effect 
(pseudo-Solarisation). An already exposed negative 
is vaguely after-exposed, which the clay/tone values 
partly tilt and particularly with color films to strong 
colors, which mix impressively from the negative and 
the positive. Some pictures, which were exposed 
even on the spot and worked on during the Shoot-
ings, are to be identified hardly still as photos in the 
traditional sense.
-Henning Onken
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ARTnudes.com

Photographer of the Year, 1999

Max.de

Playground.de

bjorn oldsen.de
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Land of Dreams
Salomon Arts
New York, NY
February 2006

Chronic Daydreams
bienville gallery
new orleans, la 
may 1990

In regard to photography, the words “ truth” and 
“reality”often are applied. Bryce Lankard’s back-
ground is in journalistic and documentary photog-
raphy. Yet while his work certainly provides a record 
through straight photography, it also poses questions
of this supposed truth and reality. Questions that re-
veal contradictions in traditional concepts of beauty.
Using a sense of timing, compostion and subject mat-
ter that has led critics to compare Lankard to masters 
such as Diane Arbus and Henri Cartier-Bresson, his 
work provides the viewer with images that may strike 
at any critical nerve; cynicism and satire, humor and 
tradegy, beauty and revulsion, pride and embarrass-
ment.

National Dread
gallery avant-gout
new orleans, la 
april 1988

“Bryce Lankard...whose photographs of landscapes
and people--mostly taken in the South--underscore
many nasty, tawdry, even grotesque, aspects of life
in the U.S. of A. Conveying moral outrage that recalls
the film ‘Easy Rider’, the artist’s black-and-white and 
color photos hold up a mirror, confronting the viewer
with facts he knows to be true, but attributes to the 
folly of others, usually at a far remove.”
“Lankard discovers and frames striking images
that, beyond documenting mindlessness and 
excess, often reveal a betrayal of American values.”
_Roger Green, Times Picayune
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Seherlebnis 
hof-art gallery
black forest, germany 
may 2002

An exhibition of a group of acclaimed international 
photographers of fine art nude photography.

America Observed
92nd street Y
new york, new york 
may 1997

Curated by Robert Wilson for Project America. 
An exhibit focusing on the state of the american 
people. Featuring some of the best photojournalists
and documentary photographers in the world includ-
ing; Bruce Davidson, Tomas Muscionico, and Andrew 
Lichtenstein.

The Body Photographic
curated by Lew Thomas 
the Contemporary Arts Center
New Orleans, LA 1995

THE BODY PHOTOGRAPHIC is not an exhibition 
that fosters a cause or explores an agenda. It is not 
singularly political, psychoanalytic, or feminist. As an 
exhibition, it is assembled to operate as a spectacle, 
with work that covers a wide range of interests: the 
conditions of heterosexual and homo-erotic desire, 
confrontation with the stereotypes of identity, and 
the formal exploration of the body as an inexhaustible 
source of beauty and mystery.
The line-up of artists includes a mix of little known 
and internationally recognized work which touches 
many aspects of bodily mortality, from Bryce Lan-
kard’s “Home Birth Series” to work by Andres Ser-
rano which has alarmed the critics of the New York 
Times and Washington politicians. Both Lankard’s 
documentary photos, which freeze the frenzied 
perspectives of midwifery in frontal views display-
ing a fecund bulging woman attended by a crowd 
of people focused on her labor and conception, and 
“(Death by Drowning III),” 1992, from Serrano’s ter-
rifying, yet seductively compelling “Morgue Series,” 
testify to how strong an appetite there is for subjects 
that “border on the unacceptable.”
-from the foreward
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Salon des Refuses
Le Mieux Gallery
new orleans, la 
June1992

“Bryce Lankard’s Acadian Mardi Gras scenes seemed 
like fragile fragments of a legendary lost world--which 
indeed they are.”
-Eric Bookhardt, Gambit Newsweekly

Louisiana Photographers
curated by Edward Lucie-Smith
published by 
the Contemporary Arts Center
New Orleans, LA 1988
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Tourist trap
-gallerie avant-gout

Of note are some imaginative photo collages by 
Bryce Lankard.
These collages combine black and white images with 
partially legible messages written on postcards to the 
folks back home. One such postcard, recounting a 
familiar story, reads, “Yesterday morning John forgot 
where he had parked the car. We spent two hours 
looking for it until someone told us...streetcleaning 
and where we...the car.” 
Roger Green, Times Picayune

the cow show
-icons gallery

the Cross show
-X art gallery

Children of the Neighborhood
-the Contemporary Arts Center
new orleans, la 


